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little more than a dedication ; and if the book is unsystematic,
and not very long at 828 lines (say twenty-two of our pages),
one must remember that writing in the Phoenician script,
that is our alphabet, was probably a novel accomplishment
in that age even in Ionia ; that writing materials (perhaps
stilus and home-cured leather) were clumsy ; and that the
alternative of carrying it all in one's head imposes limitations,
even with a memory unimpaired by reliance on indexes and
notebooks. Professional reciters like Homer might well know
how to write ; it has been suggested that it was the intro-
duction of the art that made possible such ambitious works
as the Iliad and Odyssey; and perhaps an exceptional
farmer like Hesiod may have learnt it too ; but the majority
of his audience must have carried his star-lore and " proverbial
philosophy " in their heads if it was to be useful to them
at all.
The prevailing impression is one of hard and unremitting
work with a few slack seasons (very important—that was
when Hesiod, and other shrewd and practical Greeks, had
time to sit down and think), with hunger a familiar acquain-
tance and sheer starvation a very present possibility, A poet
of Sparta, a few generations later, characterizes the seasons,
and ends with the spring, " when things are growing, but
there's none too much to eat "x—until the harvest is reaped.
The central passage of Hesiod is that on the Farmer's
Year, lines 883 to 617, and through most of this it will be
best to let him speak for himself.
" , , . But if your heart desires wealth, thus do, and
work work after work.
" When the Pleiades, bom of Atlas, appear, begin your
harvest j and your ploughing when they set. Now they are
hidden for forty days and nights, and then again* as the year
goes round, they appear, when men sharpen the sickle,"
(Harvest begins, thus, early in May, when the Pleiads
rise above the horizon a few minutes before the sun and
so are visible just for those few minutes, before dawn,  For
the previous forty days they have been above the horizon
* AHrnma, &ag. 50 (Dlehl.).

